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Flow field flow fractionation (F4) and asymmetric F4 (AF4) are open
channel separation instruments relying on an axial-flow and a perpendicular
cross-flow to separate analytes based on hydrodynamic radius. The cross-flow
provides enough force to simultaneously separate non-binding analytes based on
size and remove non-specific binding giving F4 potential as a method for
bioanalysis. With the desire to apply F4 in bioanalysis, a need to understand how
a complex sample, containing a variety of biomolecules and nanomaterials, would
behave in the system was created. The effects of changes in carrier solution (CS)
and binding buffer (BB) composition such as ionic strength, cation type, and pH,
on particle and protein recoveries, and on the binding between protein and a
ssDNA were investigated.
Proteins required higher ionic strength to prevent adsorption in the
channel, while nanoparticles had the opposite trend with increased ionic strength
causing lower recoveries. No effect was seen from varying the BB, but the CS had
vi

played a significant role. During AF4’s unique focusing step, the BB is replaced
with the CS rapidly, indicating that on-line incubation is a possibility for F4
bioanalysis reducing the amount of sample handling time. The presence of MgCl2
in the CS, which plays an important role in DNA folding, was necessary for
binding to occur. An experimental detection limit of 33 nM was achieved for
immunoglobulin E, limited by the labeling of one fluorophore per protein.
The study on protein-ssDNA analysis was expanded to calculate the
dissociation constant (Kd) of the model system which was in very good agreement
with Kd values obtained by other methods. A variety of ssDNA were investigated
to determine the effect different lengths and secondary structures had on the
recovery and retention times in F4. With the ability to possibly bind both
intramoleculary and intermoleculary, ssDNA showed unique elution profiles from
more globular analytes. Folding equilibra were calculated for ssDNA with known
secondary structure by comparing the elution times of linear DNA that was
unlikely to form intramolecular bonds. This work has shown the versatility
F4/AF4 could have for future applications of ssDNA as labeling agents.
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Chapter One
Introduction

The study of biomolecular interactions is an area of great importance for
biosensing. To simplify the system and reduce background, separation methods are used
to remove biological complexes from free molecules. Some of the most common
separation tools used are high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and size
exclusion chromatography (SEC). HPLC separates molecules based on their
hydrophobicity, while SEC separates based on size. Both methods are well understood
and developed with a wide range of applications. However, they are packed channel
systems which can be harsh on biomolecular interations and even the physiological
structure of the biomolecules.1-3 For this reason, open channel separation tools are an
attractive alternative to more traditional chromatography methods as these methods are
devoid of the disruptive packing material. A popular open channel separation tool for
bioanalysis is capillary electrophoresis (CE). CE separates analytes based on their size to
charge ratio. A couple of advantages of CE are a nanoliter injection size, limiting the
amount of sample needed for analysis, and fast analysis time. The main disadvantage to
CE is the need to keep the ionic strength of the running buffer low to reduce Joule
heating.4 In this dissertation, the open channel separation method, flow field flow
fractionation (F4), was investigated for use in bioanalysis and as a cleanup tool for
biological samples.
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Field Flow Fractionation
Field flow fractionation (F3) was first developed by Calvin Giddings in 1986.5
Similar to chromatography, F3 is a flow based separation technique. It is an open
channel separation tool with a two dimensional separation force. F3 works by having an
axial flow that carries the analytes through the channel, while a perpendicular force acts
on the analytes to separate them (Figure 1.01). Many sub-types of F3 have been
developed, each having their own unique separating force. These include centrifugal,
thermal, gravity, sedimentation, and flow.5 The two most popular F3 subtypes are
sedimentation (SdFFF) and flow (F4). SdFFF uses a perpendicular centrifugal force that
separates analytes based on mass and is popular for colloidal studies. It has also been
applied to study cells and nanoparticles. 6-9

Flow Field Flow Fractionation
F4 utilizes a secondary carrier solution flow, or cross-flow, perpendicular to the
axial-flow to separate analytes based on hydrodynamic size (Figure 1.02a).10 The
instrument channel is made of two frits through which the cross-flow enters (top frit) and
then leaves (bottom frit) the channel (Figure 1.02b). The channel dimensions are created
via a spacer. The spacer thickness determines the channel depth and can range from 50 to
500 µm. Loading capacity is also determined by the spacer thickness. The larger the
spacer, the greater the loading capacity; however, this is at the detriment of separation
resolution.
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Figure 1.01. Schematic of field flow fractionation illustrating the balance of the
separation force with the diffusional force.
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a)

b)
Figure 1.02. a) Channel design of F4. b) The main components of the AF4 channel.
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Separation Theory
After injection into the channel, the separation enters the relaxation time in which
the axial-flow bypasses the channel and only the cross-flow is entering the channel.10 The
relaxation time allows for the analytes to concentrate and equilibrate onto the
accumulation wall. After the relaxation time, the axial-flow is redirected into the channel
and carries the analytes down the channel. The axial-flow forms a laminar type flow
profile with a faster flow velocity in the center and the slowest at the walls. This means
that analytes that spend longer periods of time towards the center of the channel will elute
faster from the system.
F3 has two main modes of separation: normal and steric. Normal mode, also
known as Brownian mode, occurs when the analytes have a diameter smaller than 1 µm.
In this mode, the analytes are pushed against the accumulation wall during the relaxation
time. Then, as they are carried through the channel via the axial-flow, the analytes diffuse
back towards the center of the channel. The analytes will equilibrate into a position based
on their diffusion and the opposing cross-flow force. Smaller analytes have greater
diffusional forces and will migrate further towards the channel’s center. Due to the
laminar flow profile, this results in an elution order of small to large analytes. The
retention time in normal mode may be used directly to calculate the hydrodynamic radius
of the analytes using Equation 1.01 where t r is retention time, η is the solution viscosity,
w is the channel thickness, d is the particle diameter, Vc is the cross-flow, k is the
Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature of the solution and V is the axial-flow. Typically,
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F4 is run at room temperature. If using the same carrier solution composition and flow
rates, the retention time is directly proportional to the particle diameter. 11
Equation 1.01
This equation assumes no interactions between the analyte and membrane.
Typically, the membrane is made of an inert material; one of the most popular materials
for biological molecules being regenerated cellulose. Several papers on optimization of
the carrier solution have been reported to examine how different variables affect
separation and recovery including ionic strength, pH, and surfactant type/concentration. 1214

In chapter two, I will discuss a comprehensive study on the effect of carrier solution

composition on nanoparticles, both neutral and charged, and proteins.
The second separation mode is steric mode which occurs with analytes greater
than 1 µm in diameter. Once a molecule becomes larger, the diffusion forces are too
small to play a role in the separation. In this case, an opposing force caused by the
rebounding cross-flow from the accumulation wall “lifts” the particles away from the
wall. The greater the diameter the more area the “lift” force has to push the particle back
towards the center of the channel. This results in an elution order of large to small
particles. An additional separation mode can occur in the F4 system called hyperlayer
mode. This mode is conditional on the use of particularly high cross-flow rates with
micron-sized particles and can be difficult to differentiate from steric mode. Neither of
these modes can be used to calculate the hydrodynamic diameter of the particles directly.5
However, the use of known standards within the expected size range may be used in
order to estimate the size of an unknown particle.
6

Asymmetric Field Flow Fractionation
The original design of F4 was formed with a symmetrical channel (Figure 1.02a).
In the early 2000s, the system was redesigned to simplify both the instrument setup and
membrane manufacturing to reduce cost. The redesign has only one porous wall
compared to F4’s two porous walls. The top porous wall was replaced with a transparent
solid top wall which allows facile flow (both flow stream and focusing) performance
observation with the use of simple colored dyes. The cross-flow pump draws the fluid out
of the channel through the bottom porous wall. In order to maintain a constant pressure,
the channel was redesigned in an asymmetrical figure, reducing the width of the channel
gradually to compensate for the reduced volume as the carrier solution passes through the
channel (Figure 1.03). The redesigned system is referred to as asymmetric flow field flow
fractionation or AF4. Since there is no longer a cross-flow introduced from the top frit, a
third flow, the focus-flow, has been introduced into the configuration for the purposes of
equilibrating and focusing the sample immediately after injection. This is called the
focusing period. After the sample is injected into the channel, the axial-flow and the
focus-flow meet opposing each other, concentrating the sample into a small area on the
membrane.5
AF4 has found significantly more favor in the scientific community compared to
F4. The design simplified the assembly and disassembly of the channel. In addition, the
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Figure 1.03. Schematic for AF4.
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new channel structure of the AF4 included a rubber seal that prevents leaks. The F4
channel design lacked this seal, requiring the membrane to have a special silica sealant.
The sealant increases the cost of the membranes by as much as a factor of ten. The less
expensive membranes in the AF4 allow frequent replacement of the part. An important
factor when contemplating biological investigations is sample carryover. Therefore, the
ability to replace the membrane frequently, which is the part most likely to interact and
retain any sample analytes, is a huge benefit to the application of the AF4 in bioanalysis.

Applications
F4 has been applied to a wide range of biological and non-biological analytes.
Due to the ability to run a wide variety of carrier solutions including organics and salty
aqueous buffers, F4 can be applied to a diverse number of analytes including nano- and
micro- particles, polymers, proteins, viruses, and cells.15-25 With output flow rates from
0.2-5 mL/min, F4 is compatible with many different types of detectors. Typically, any
detector that can be attached to an HPLC column, may be used with F4.
Nanoparticle separation and characterization has been a popular application of F4.
The hydrodynamic radius (Rh) can be calculated from the F4 elution time although the
theory applies the Stokes relationship which assumes the analyte of interest is a hard
sphere. In addition, complex samples may be too complicated for accurate sizing. Thus, a
second detector should be used for complementary size determination.23 The most
popular methods of nanoparticle analysis are transmission electron microscope (TEM) for
absolute size measurements and dynamic light scattering (DLS) for hydrodynamic size
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measurements as no prior separation mechanism is required. The lack of separation
means that samples have much higher polydispersity.23 One restriction with DLS is that
the measurement gives an average diameter for all the analytes present in the solution. If
the sample is polydisperse, DLS sizes are not an accurate representation of the entire
population as it will skew the measured sizes towards the larger particles. This can be
particularly problematic when aggregation is present. Multi-angled light scattering
(MALS) is more popular than DLS for on-line detection because, in addition to size, it
can also calculate the radius of gyration (Rg) which can be used for absolute molar mass
determination. F4-MALS can be used to determine a particle’s shape factor (ρ) using
Equation 1.02. A sphere’s shape factor is 0.755 and the value increases as the particle
deviates from a sphere.23
ρ

Equation 1.02

Many types of nanoparticles have been analyzed on F4-MALS including gold,
silver, titanium oxide, and carbon nanotubes. 20-22, 26-37 Size characterization and/or
particle stability under different solution conditions including ionic strength and pH have
been investigated. F4 has been extensively used in the analysis of both environmental and
manufactured NPs.12, 28 Environmental NPs are those that occur naturally in the
environment. The main parameter to describe NPs is their size as this will determine their
behavior in interactions, aggregation, biological and environmental uptake, and
production of reactive oxygen species. 38
Beyond size fractionation, the other parameter of interest in environmental NPs is
metal speciation. To determine the metal species and concentration, inductively coupled
10

plasma atomic emission spectroscopy or mass spectrometry (ICP-AES or ICP-MS) are
the most commonly employed online detectors for F4. In environmental studies, ICP-MS
provides a method to investigate natural nanoparticles and understand their size
dependent compositions.39-42 ICP-MS allows the simultaneous detection of up to 45
elements which, when combined with F4’s fractionation, can give valuable information
regarding trace-element concentrations and colloidal size distributions. 23 Some examples
are studies tracking the amount of uranium, lead, copper, phosphorus, manganese, iron,
and zinc taken up by organic colored material and iron oxide nanoparticles in river
(Mississippi River) and coastal waters (Mississippi Bright, USA).23 Interestingly, F4 was
also used to study atmospheric particles. When compared with an on-line scanning
mobility particle sizer (SMPS), the F4 results indicated smaller sized particles. This
suggested a disaggregation of the atmospheric particles as they were transferred to
aqueous phase, which more likely mimics what occurs when the particles are wetted in
lung fluid or surface waters.43 For manufactured NPs, F4 has been widely applied to
study NPs size, composition, aggregation behavior, determination of surface coating
thickness, and to monitor NP growth. 20-22, 30, 32, 33, 37, 44-47 Also, by changing the carrier
solution, such as the ionic strength or pH, one can determine manufactured NPs stability
in a variety of solutions.12, 21, 28
Protein aggregation is important to both the pharmaceutical and food industries.
This aggregation can be an indicator of protein destabilization. 16, 19, 48-51 A common
separation method for protein analysis is SEC. However, the SEC packed channel can be
harsh due to the sheer stress the protein aggregates undergo. This stress can break apart
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aggregates to form the monomer. In fact, some protein dimers and trimers have only been
observed in F4, as they typically represent a small fraction of the entire amount of
protein. One study investigated a series of environmental factors on the behavior of
bovine serum albumin (BSA).49 Protein Denaturation could be studied by increasing the
temperature prior to injection into the F4. As BSA denatures, its overall size increases.
Therefore, by tracking the elution time of the BSA, the authors were able to indicate that
the denaturation temperature for BSA was 66 °C, which was in agreement with literature.
The authors also tracked the formation of the BSA dimer as a function of sodium chloride
concentration. They found that sodium chloride was necessary for dimer formation by
reducing the electrostatic repulsion between the monomers. This study shows the
applicability of using F4 to understand the effects of environmental factors for protein
stability relevant to food and vaccine storage.
Bacterial cells are another system that has been analyzed on F4. As dead gram
negative bacteria can disassemble and release endotoxins, a method to separate the live
and dead cells is necessary.52 Flow cytometry has been the instrument of choice for cell
separations, but has limited application to smaller cells, with a lower size limit of 200
nm.53 F4, SdF3, and electrical F3 (EF3) were applied to separate four different bacteria,
each obtaining separation within 15 minutes.54 Dead cells are differentiated from live
cells due to earlier elution times. As most cells are in complex matrices, such as food,
blood, or soil, the separation power of F4 is useful. Using F4-ICP-MS, Shewanella
oneidensis strain MR-1 were separated from exopolymers in the cell suspension and
analyzed to determine the amount of uranium taken up as a function of pH.55 It was found
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that the maximum asdosprtion of uranium occurred at pH 5.0 where uranium exists as the
UO22+ cation and interacts with the negative carboxylates on the cell surface. The
experiment was the first to show the presence of an exopolymer from the cell which
binds the uranium. The exopolymer had low UV adsorption and was only visible by ICPMS due to the bound uranium.

Biological Cleanup Tool
Beyond the standard separation of analytes, the F4/AF4 systems can be used as a
biological cleanup tool. The cross-flow can act not only as a separating force, but it can
also remove non-specific binding. Non-specific bindings are weak and unstable, so when
the cross-flow acts upon the complexes, the weak bond is broken and separated from the
more stable complexes resulting in a “cleaning” phenomenon. This was previously
explored in our group using an immunoglobulin G (IgG) conjugated polystyrene
magnetic microparticles with a diameter of 5.28 um that had been incubated in cell lysate.
IgG will bind specifically to proteins A and G naturally found in the cell lysate.
Nonspecific protein absorption could also occur in this matrix. It was shown that the F4
had superior washing capabilities when compared to a standard centrifugation wash or
magnetic pulldown while preserving the specific IgG-Protein A interactions (Figure
1.04).56
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Figure 1.04. SDS-PAGE gel comparing magnetic microparticles conjugated with protein
G and incubated in cell lysate. The F4 (here labeled as Fl-FFF) wash had significantly
reduced non-specific binding while maintaining the specific protein A-G binding
compared with centrifugation and magnetic pull-down washing methods. Reprinted with
permission. 56 Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
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The main focus of this dissertation was to develop a fundamental understanding
on how to apply F4 and AF4 for bioanalysis. As nanomaterials become applied
increasingly in biological systems it becomes necessary to develop methods to study the
complex matrices that are created. In chapter two, we investigated how different carrier
solutions in F4 effect the recovery of proteins and nanoparticles in order to find an
optimum condition for simultaneous analysis. In chapter three, we continued the carrier
solution investigation to AF4 to understand the effect both the carrier solution and the
incubation buffer had on the binding of an immunoglobulin E (IgE) specific aptamer to
IgE. We were able to apply the separation of the free aptamer from the labeled
aptamer/protein complex to detect protein as low as 33 nM. In chapter four we expanded
the AF4 study to the kinetics of the aptamer/protein complexation and work to
understand how short segments of DNA behave in the channel. The final chapter will
discuss the future outlook of AF4 in bioanalytical chemistry.
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Chapter Two
Impact of Carrier Fluid Composition on the Recovery of Nanoparticles and Proteins
in Flow Field Flow Fractionation
Originally published in the Journal of Chromatography A1
Samantha Schachermeyer, Jonathan Ashby, MinJung Kwon, Wenwan Zhong*

1. INTRODUCTION

Flow field flow fractionation (F4) uses an axial channel-flow and a perpendicular
cross-flow to separate analytes based on their hydrodynamic radius. Since its invention
by Calvin Giddings, F4 has found applications in environmental studies2-5, nanomaterials
characterization6-8, food analysis3, 9-11, and drug carrier development 12-18, owing to its
superior compatibility with analytes larger than a few nanometers. A variety of large
substances have been analyzed by F4, including bacterial cells19, particles,
nanocolloids20, and proteins21. Employment of on-line detectors that are able to measure
the size and molecule mass of the eluted molecules further enhances the applicability of
F4 14, 19, 22-26. Moreover, F4 has proved to be an effective tool for purification of protein
complexes before bioassays or downstream analysis 27, 28.
One problem often encountered in F4, however, is analyte-membrane interactions
which can result in significant sample loss. Accurate quantitation is then hampered, and
after-column collection for subsequent analysis becomes difficult. Extensive sample
optimization is needed to minimize sample loss in F4 while maintaining adequate size
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resolution, by optimizing flow rates and carrier fluid compositions. Typically, DI water
with surfactants added is used for separating particles; and salted buffers are employed
for protein analysis, to ensure high sample recovery. However, rapid development of
nanotechnology makes it more and more frequent to have both nanoparticles (NPs) and
proteins simultaneously present in the sample. Some examples include using
bioconjugated NPs for specifically recognizing and labeling proteins 29-31; and studying
protein adsorption on NPs for better understanding of nanotoxicity 32-34. Although F4 is
good at handling biocomplexes with minimum disturbance to complex structure, for it to
be applied to the aforementioned samples containing the protein-NP complexes, its
capability to manage NPs in a protein-friendly environment with negligible sample loss
should be evaluated.
Impacts on sample adsorption from the carrier fluid’s ionic strength and
membrane surface polarity were investigated briefly for bacteria as well as standard
polystyrene latex particles with sizes ranging from 0.43 to 8 µm 25, 35, 36. These previous
studies used only up to10 mM KCl or NaCl for the effect of ionic strength, and focused
more on the impact from membrane properties 25, 35. A recent study of using
asymmetrical F4 to analyze Ag nanoparticles with sizes around 25-30 nm also provided
insights on how both nanoparticle surface charge and membrane zeta-potential would
impact on particle adsorption on the membrane37.
In the present work, we studied membrane adsorption of polystyrene NPs that
occurred in F4 when the carrier fluid (CF) contained various types of anion and cation at
high concentrations, and compared the adsorption behaviors between NPs and proteins.
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We also measured the zeta-potential and hydration size of the NPs in the corresponding
CF for better interpretation of our results. Our study aims to find out the carrier fluid
compositions that are suitable for studying NPs present in biomolecule-friendly
environments.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1 Chemicals
The majority of this investigation was carried out on polystyrene NPs (46 ± 2, 102
± 3, and 199 ± 6 nm) purchased from Thermo Scientific (NIST traceable particle size
standards, 3000 series; Waltham, MA, USA). Based on the manufacturer, these
polystyrene particles were produced by emulsion polymerization using an anionic
surfactant and had surface sulfate groups which arose from the polymerization initiator.
They are called “unfunctionalized NPs” in the following text because their surface groups
were not specifically added after synthesis. Polybead® carboxylated polystyrene NPs
(42.0 ± 6.3 and 85.1 ± 6.5 nm) were obtained from Polysciences, Inc. (Warrington, PA,
USA). These particles were functionalized to carry carboxyl groups on the surface, and
thus were referred to “the carboxylate NPs” below. Human serum albumin (HSA) and
immunoglobulin (IgG) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) in the
form of lyophilized powders.
All chemicals used in this study, such as hydrogen chloride (HCl), sodium
hydroxide (NaOH), sodium dihydrogen phosphate (NaH2PO4), disodium hydrogen
phosphate (Na2HPO4), the chloride salts of sodium, potassium, cesium, and magnesium
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(NaCl, KCl, CsCl, MgCl2), and the 1 M HEPES stock solution (pH 7.3), were acquired
from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, USA). The phosphate buffers were prepared from
mixing the mono- and dibasic- phosphates at ratios calculated with the buffer design tool
available on http://www.currentprotocols.com/WileyCDA/CurPro3Tool/toolId-3.html, to
achieve the desired pH and phosphate concentration. The HEPES buffer was diluted
from stock to reach the desired 10 mM concentration. Salts were added to 10 mM
phosphate or HEPES at corresponding concentrations to prepare solutions with different
ionic strengths.

2.2 F4 conditions
The F1000 series from Postnova Analytics (Salt Lake City, UT, USA) was used
in our study. In this symmetrical F4 system, the cross-flow is delivered to the channel by
a separate pump than the channel flow. The cross-flow enters from the center of the top
channel wall, goes across the channel, passes through the membrane, and finally exits via
the bottom channel block. This flow mode is called the open mode in F1000. The
F1000 can also run in a recirculating mode, in which the cross flow runs in a closed circle
without going to the outlet. Recirculating mode is recommended for separation, as it has a
more consistent backpressure and channel flow rate. In F1000, sample injection is done
in a stop-flow manner (or called equilibrium or relaxation in other places) which allows
each sample component to form a steady state zone near the accumulation wall. During
the stop-flow mode, the cross-flow continues but the channel stream is bypassing the
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column. Without the channel flow to carry it further into the channel and being stopped
by the cross-flow stream, the sample settles down toward the accumulation wall.
A 254 µm spacer was used to generate the channel thickness, and a 30 kDa
MWCO regenerated cellulose (RC) membrane served as the accumulation wall. A UV
detector, set at 280 nm, was used as the primary means of detection. Membranes were
replaced at least every 14 days or as needed. CFs were prepared daily and filtered with
0.2 µm filters before usage. The CF composition used for each individual study and the
corresponding flow rates were listed in Table 1. All CFs contained 0.025% Fl-70. The
flow rates used were optimized using the CF of 10 mM phosphate at pH 7.4 to deliver the
best resolution of all three unfunctionalized polystyrene NPs, or a symmetrical peak of
HSA within a reasonable time. Each CF was allowed to equilibrate in the system for 1 h
at the separation flow rates in the open mode before sample injection. Separation was
performed in the recirculating mode to maintain stable flow conditions. Instrument
control, data acquisition, and initial data analysis were carried out with software provided
by Postnova. The fractograms and analysis plots were prepared by OriginPro 8.0
(OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA).
Samples were injected with a fixed volume of 20 µL. The NPs were diluted to either
0.25 % (for the 42-nm carboxylate and the 46-nm unfunctionalized NPs) or 0.125% (for
the larger sizes) (w/v) in Milli-Q water (resistivity18.2 MΩ.cm, Billerica, MA, USA).
Proteins were prepared at 5 mg/mL freshly on a daily basis in water and kept at 4 ºC
between injections.
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Table 2.01. List of F4 running conditions used in this study.

Effect/phenomenon being
investigated

Carrier fluid

Flow rates
(channel, cross)

Sample adsorption
assessment within the 10 mM phosphate with 0.025% FL70,
same day or on
pH 7.4
consecutive days
10, 20, and 50 mM phosphate with
Unfunctionalized Increasing ionic
0.0025% FL-70, pH 7.4
Polystyrene
strength in solutions
nanoparticles,
with different anions 10 mM HEPES with 25, 50, and 100
diameter of 46-,
mM NaCl, 0.0025% FL-70, pH 7.3
102-, 199-nm
1, 5, 10, 25 mM NaCl, KCl, CsCl in 10
mM phosphate, 0.0025% FL-70, pH
Increasing ionic
strength in solutions 7.4
with different cations 1, 5, 10 mM MgCl2 in 10 mM
phosphate, 0.0025% FL-70, pH 7.4

2.75 , 0.75
mL·min-1

Comparison of 102-nm unfunctionalized
10 mM HEPES with 5, 25, 50, 100, 150
polystyrene and 85-nm
mM NaCl, 0.0025% FL-70, pH 7.3
Carboxylate NP
Brief study on proteins
HSA and IgG

Ionic strength

10 mM phosphate with 0.025% FL-70,
with 0, 50, 100, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4
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0.75 and 3
mL·min-1

2.2 Zeta potential and hydration size measurements
Zeta potential and hydration size measurements were taken with a Brookhaven
Zetaplus system (Holtsville, NY, USA). All particles were diluted to 0.25% (w/v) in the
corresponding buffer before the measurement. Each measurement was the mean value of
50 cycles.

2.3 Circular Dichroism spectroscopy of IgG and HSA
All circular dichroism(CD) measurements were taken on a Jasco J-815 CD
instrument, using a quartz cuvette with a 1-mm path-length. IgG and HSA were prepared
in the buffers of interest with a final protein concentration of 0.5 mg/mL. CD spectra
were collected from 190 to 260 nm, with a step of 1 nm and a scan rate of 100 nm/min.
Only data points from 200-260 nm were retained due to buffer interference at lower
wavelengths. The spectra were plotted and analyzed using Origin.

3. CALCULATION OF RELATIVE RECOVERY
We tested diverse types of CF, most of which had high ionic strength and caused
sample adsorption onto the channel membrane. As a result, membrane performance
deteriorated rapidly. The retention time for the same type of NPs was elongated and very
poor particle recovery was observed, if the fractograms of the three unfunctionalized NPs
in 10 mM phosphate (pH 7.4) obtained over a period of 6 days were compared (Figure
2.01a and 2.01b). The peak area decreased about 15% on day 6, compared to day 1, for
the 46- and 102-nm NPs, and more than 60% for the 199-nm NPs. However, no
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significant peak area reduction for all sizes was observed within one day, if repeated
injections were performed over a 10-hour period in the same CF (Figure 2.01c and
2.01d). To take into account of the day-to-day deterioration of the membrane when
comparing sample recovery in different CFs tested on different days, the first run of the
day was done in 10 mM phosphate at pH 7.4, and the relative recovery (RR) of NPs in
various CFs examined on that day was calculated using the following equation:
RR = (A/A*) x 100%

(1)

in which A was the peak area of the NP in the investigated CF and A* was peak area
from the first CF of the day, which was always 10 mM phosphate, pH 7.4. The peak areas
were the average of two consecutive runs.

4. RESULTS
4.1.1 pH effect
Since biological samples could be stable at a pH varied slightly from the
physiological pH of 7.4, we first tested sample adsorption in CFs with pH of 6.2, 7.4, and
8.2, while keeping the total phosphate ion concentration to be 10 mM. The NPs were
well separated under these pH values, with almost identical peak areas except for pH 6.2
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Figure 2.01. (a) Separation profile tracked over 6 consecutive days to show the change of
the membrane condition due to sample adsorption. (b) Percent recovery over 6
consecutive days to show the decrease of the 199 nm nanoparticle recovery indicating the
membrane deterioration. (c) Separation profile tracked over 8 consecutive hours to show
minimal change in membrane condition. (d) Percent recovery over 8 consecutive hours to
show that under the same CS the nanoparticles maintain their recovery, indicating any
change of recovery may be attributed to changes in the CS.
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(Figure 3.02a), in which the peak area of the 199 nm NPs dropped by half (Figure 2.02b).
The 199 nm NPs still carried a large negative zeta-potential of -61.65±0.97 mV in this
slightly acidic buffer, and neither the zeta-potential or the particle hydration size of the
unfunctionalized NPs changed significantly within the small pH range we investigated
(Figure 2.02c).
4.1.2 Increasing anion concentration in carrier fluid
The effect of CF ionic strength on membrane adsorption was then investigated. A
series of phosphate buffers were prepared to contain a total phosphate concentration of
10, 20, and 50 mM at pH 7.4. Similar to the phenomenon observed above, the 199 nm
NPs were influenced most significantly. Its relative recovery (RR) dropped below 30%
with 20 mM phosphate and the peak completely disappeared with 50 mM phosphate
(Figure 2.03a and 2.03b). The absolute value of the negative zeta-potential of the 199nm NPs decreased almost linearly with increase of phosphate concentration, but had no
significant change in hydration size (Figure 2.03c).
We also compared the impact from the type of anions, i.e. H2PO4- -HPO42- and Cl, with increasing ionic strength in CF. NaCl was added to the 10 mM HEPES buffer (pH
7.3) at concentrations of 25, 50, and 100 mM NaCl. HEPES is a zwitterionic organic
buffering agent, and 10 mM HEPES only contributed to an ionic strength of 0.003 M, and
the dominant anion in these solutions was Cl-. Since it is not meaningful to compare RR
if no peak could be seen, this step of investigation was focused on the 102-nm NPs. The
relative recovery, RR, of the 102-nm NPs in the corresponding CF, was plotted against
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Figure 2.02. (a) Fractograms, (b) the area of particles relative to pH 7.4 area on the three
unmodified NPs and (c) the zeta-potential and hydration size plot of the 199 nm
unfunctionalized NP in CFs with different pH of 6.2, 7.4, and 8.2.
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Figure 2.03. (a) Relative recovery, (b) separation profile of three unmodified NPs with
increasing phosphate concentration and (c) zeta potential plot of the 199-nm unfunctionalized
NP with increasing phosphate concentration in CF.
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the ionic strength, I, of the phosphate or HEPES-NaCl CFs. It was discovered that, with a
comparable I, Cl- seemed to induce bigger decrease in RR compared to the H2PO4- HPO42- system (Figure 3.04a). With 50 mM phosphate (I = 0.115 M), the RR was
around 53.2%, but the RR in HEPES-100 mM NaCl (I = 0.103 M) was only 25.7%.
This was consistent with the zeta-potential relationship of the NPs in these two series
CFs: the NP zeta-potential was more negative in phosphate buffers than in HEPES-NaCl
buffers (Figure 2.04b). The hydration size change had no obvious trend with small
increments of around 4-8 nm, compared to the actual size of the NPs, following variation
in ionic strength or anion types (Figure 2.04c).

4.1.3 Cation type
Subsequently, impact on particle RR from the type of counter ions in CF was
studied. Sodium, potassium, cesium, and magnesium chlorides were added to the base
solution of 10 mM sodium hydrogen- and dihydrogen-phosphate at pH 7.4, the function
of which was to maintain pH stability. The fractograms were shown in Figure 2.05a-d.
Among the three monovalent alkali metals, no obvious change in peak area for the two
smaller particles was observed with increasing cation concentrations in CF. The RR plot
vs. salt concentration for the 102-nm NP can be found in Figure 2.06a. However,
consistent RR reduction for the 199-nm NPs was seen (Figure 2.06b); and RR was lower
with cations having higher atomic numbers, i.e. in the order of Cs+ < K+ < Na+: RR of
the 199-nm NPs was 90% in CF with Na+, dropped to 60% with K+ and 50% with Cs+.
Figure 2.06c compared the absolute value of the negative zeta-
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Figure 2.04. (a) Relative recovery, (b) Zeta potential plot, (c) and Hydration size of the
102-nm unfunctionalized NP with increasing phosphate or chloride concentration in CF.
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Figure 2.05 Separation profile of three unmodified NPs with increasing (a) NaCl (b) KCl
(c) CsCl and (d) MgCl2 concentrations in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4.
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Figure 2.06. (a) RR of the 102-nm and (b) 199-nm unfunctionalized NPs vs. the alkali
salt concentration in 10 mM phosphate CF. (c) RR of three unfunctionalized NPs in 10
mM phosphate with 1 or 5 mM MgCl2 added. (d) Zeta potential of the 199-nm
unfunctionalized NP in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, with 10 mM Na+, K+,
and Cs+, or with 1, 5, and 10 mM Mg2+. (e) Hydration size of the 203 nm unmodified NP
in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, with either 10 mM monovalent cation (Na,
K, Cs) or MgCl2 at different concentrations (1, 5, and 10 mM).
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potential of the NPs in 10 mM alkali salt solutions, but little difference, < 5 mV, was
detected among Na+, K+, and Cs+, even though the zeta-potential was more negative in
Na+ than in K+ and Cs+ (Figure 2.06d). Hydration size change was also not large, with
that in the Cs+ solution about 4-nm smaller than in the Na+ and K+ solutions (Figure
2.06e).
Particle adsorption was more severe in CF containing Mg 2+. When the Mg2+
concentration increased from 1 to 5 mM, more than 50% peak area reduction was
observed for the 102-nm NPs, and no particles could be eluted out of the column with 10
mM Mg2+ (Figure 2.06d). The divalent Mg2+ led to a much lower zeta-potential on the
NPs even at a comparable ionic strength to the monovalent cations (Figure 2.06d), but did
not significantly influence the particle hydration size (Figure 2.06e).

4.2 Comparison of unfunctionalized and carboxylated nanoparticles
As mentioned in the experiment section, the unfunctionalized polystyrene NPs
carried sulfate groups on the surface which was originated from the polymerization
initiator. The sulfate groups gave sufficient surface potential for the particles to be stably
suspended in aqueous solutions. We also tested the NPs specially functionalized with
carboxyl groups to incorporate surface groups for bioconjugation in our study, and
compared their adsorption behavior with the unfunctionalized NPs having a comparable
size in the salted carrier fluids of F4. Membrane adsorption of the carboxylate 85-nm
NPs was much less than the unfunctionalized NPs in CFs with high ionic strength (Figure
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2.07a). Larger than 90% RR was obtained for the carboxylate NPs, in CFs with 5 to 150
mM NaCl; while the RR of the unfunctionalized NPs dropped rapidly to 26% with only
100 mM NaCl. The CFs in this step of study were prepared by adding NaCl to 10 mM
HEPES, and the main anion in the solution was Cl-. Correspondingly, the zeta-potential
of the unfunctionalized NPs decreased much faster than that on the carboxylate NPs
when the ionic strength increased (Figure 3.07b), with little change observed in hydration
size (Figure 2.07c).

4.3 Proteins
Unlike the solid spherical NPs, proteins have more flexible structures and contain
both hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues, the display of which on the protein surface
depends on the environment. In addition, proteins have high diffusion coefficients
compared to NPs, and higher cross flow rates than in NP separation are often used to
improve resolution. Therefore, adsorption of protein on the channel membrane in F4
could be different than that of the solid particles. Previous attempts of separating
proteins by F4 typically used I close to 0.1 M 38-41 to match the physiological condition.
In this study, salt effects on protein adsorption was investigated, using two representative
proteins: human serum albumin (HSA, Mw 65 kDa, pI 4.7) and human immunoglobulin
G (IgG, Mw 150 kDa, pI 5.5~9.1). They are considered to be “soft” proteins with low
structural stability, and are generally found to adsorb on a variety of surfaces regardless
of surface hydrophobicity 42, 43. Ionic strength was controlled by adding NaCl to 10 mM
phosphate, in which the zeta-potentials of both proteins were
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Figure 2.07 (a) RR (b) zeta-potential and (c) hydration size of the 85-nm carboxylate
NPs and the 102-nm unfunctionalized NPs in CFs with increasing ionic strength obtained
by adding NaCl to 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.3).
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measured to be around - 40 mV. Though both carried negative surface charges, HSA and
IgG behaved differently in salted CFs. The shape and area of the HSA peak were not
affected by either the salt content or the pH (6.2, 7.4, and 8.2) in CF (Figure 2.08a and b).
In contrast, IgG was strongly adsorbed onto the membrane without NaCl in CF, but the
peak resumed with 50 mM NaCl, and stabilized at above 100 mM NaCl (Figure 2.09).
This completely opposite adsorption trend to that of the NPs points out that the cause of
protein adsorption on the accumulation wall could be different from that of the NPs.

5. DISCUSSIONS
5.1 Particle adsorption
Particle adsorption on the accumulation wall in F4 is governed by particle-wall
interaction that is balanced by two forces: the attractive van der Waals force and the
electrostatic repulsion between particles or between particle and membrane surface

9, 44-46

If the repulsive force dominates, an energy barrier is to be overcome for particles to
adsorb, which will give out high sample recovery at the end of the column. Accordingly,
if the attractive force is stronger, particle aggregation and surface adsorption would be
significant. The attractive van der Waals force, FvdW, is proportional to R3/l2(2R+l)2, R
being particle radius and l representing the surface-surface distance between particle and
membrane37, 47, 48. Since the regenerated cellulose (RC) membrane has a pKa ~ 3.5
owing to ionization of its carboxyl groups 49, the negatively charged NPs were repelled
from the membrane surface via a repulsion force, Fel. This force can be calculated from
the following equation:
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.

Figure 2.08. (a) HSA (5 mgmL-1) profile under different pH conditions in phosphate
buffered solution. (b) HSA (5 mgmL-1) recovery with increasing NaCl concentration in
10 mM HEPES, pH 7.3. (c) CD spectra of HSA in 10 mM phosphate with 0, 50, and 150
mM NaCl.
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Figure 2.09. (a) Fractograms and (b) CD spectra of IgG in CF containing10 mM sodium
phosphate plus 0, 50, or 150 mM NaCl.
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Fel = 16πkRTρδ el/δ tanh(zieζ1/4kT) tanh(zieζ2/4kT)

(2)

in which k is the Boltzmann constant, R and l are the same as in FvdW, and T is the
temperature, ρ is density of the media, δ is the thickness of the double-layer, ζ is the zetapotential of the substance37, 47. The repulsion force is also dependent on the membrane
property. Any change in CF should induce change on the membrane, the contribution of
which cannot be ignored. Unfortunately, we do not have access to instruments that can
measure membrane zeta-potential and could not evaluate this side of the adsorption
theory. Therefore, our discussion was focused on changes on NPs caused by variations in
CF composition.
Most of the adsorption observed in our study for the unfunctionalized NPs can be
explained by the above theory. With increasing ionic strength, the absolute value of the
zeta-potential of the particles dropped rapidly (Figure 2.04b). The high ionic strength
also led to smaller double-layer thickness, δ. Both reductions could lower Fel, and more
adsorption was thus observed. The largest particles were in general more affected than
the smaller ones by variation in pH and ionic strength (Figures 2.02a, 2.03a, and 2.06a &
b). This is mainly because of their close location to the membrane surface, i.e. smaller
particle-membrane distance, l; and large particle radius, R. Thus, they were subjected to
a higher attractive van de Waals force, FvdW, than the 46- and 102-nm NPs; and their
interaction with the membrane was more sensitive to change in Fel (Equation 2) even
when the variation in particle zeta-potential was small. For example, in the case of CFs
with different pH, significant peak reduction for the 199-nm NPs was observed at pH 6.2
with small difference detected in particle zeta-potential (Figures 2.02a and c). Based on
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the work conducted by A. Ulrich et al., the zeta-potential of the RC 30kDa membrane
would change from -20 mV to -15 mV when pH dropped from 8 to 6 37. Therefore, small
reduction in Fel could have occurred due to such change in the membrane zeta-potential,
leading to significant adsorption of the largest particles.
The effect from counter ion valency and size largely exerts by changing the zetapotential and by affecting the thickness of the diffuse double layer 50. In our study, no
significant variation in NP zeta-potential was detected for the three alkali ions, but higher
RR was observed with Na+, compared to K+ and Cs+. This could be attributed to the
hydrated radius of the alkali ions that decreases in the order of Na+ > K+ > Cs+.

The

more hydrated cation results in a larger stern layer thickness, the first layer of the doublelayer that lies on the surface and is dictated by the size of the counter ion. This enlarged
Fel, as well as the distance between particle and membrane, which decreased the attractive
van der Waals force. The sum effect was then a higher RR in Na+ than the other two
alkali cations. Mg2+ has higher valency, yielding more compression to the diffuse
double-layer. Additionally, higher reduction in zeta potential with higher valency ions
was reported as compared to lower valency ions 50, matching with our zeta-potential
measurement results. Hence, lower RR was found with Mg2+ in the CF compared to the
monovalent alkali cations.
Besides electrostatic repulsion and van der Waals attraction, comparison of
effects from phosphate and Cl- (Figure 2.04), or between NPs with sulfate and
carboxylate surface groups (Figure 2.07), suggests that Donnan exclusion may take place
and contribute to NPs adsorption. The polystyrene NPs had a porous structure, and could
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retain certain amounts of solution, called the occluded liquid phase. When the phosphate
and chloride anions are in the solution, they would be repelled from the particle surface
by the negatively charged sulfate groups, in accordance with the Donnan exclusion effect.
The Cl- ions were permanently charged, and not retained by the NPs. However, the
phosphate anions were weakly ionized, and could penetrate the charged layer in their
molecular forms and be retained inside the polystyrene particles. The retained phosphate
ions provided a larger ion pool to counter-balance the higher concentration of the counter
ions in the solution at higher salt concentration and resulted in a smaller drop in the zetapotential of the NP surface, leading to better particle recovery in the phosphate buffer at
high ionic strength (Figure 2.04). Similarly, the carboxylate NPs yielded higher recovery
than the unfunctionalized NPs with sulfate groups on the surface in CF with high NaCl
concentration (Figure 2.07). The sulfate groups were permanently charged; but the
carboxylate groups were rapidly exchanging between the molecular and ionic forms.
While the carboxyl groups were in the neutral, molecular form, the Cl- was able to
penetrate the carboxylate layer and become trapped inside the porous polystyrene NPs.
In contrast, total ion exclusion occurred on the sulfate-decorating surface, and very little
Cl- could be retained.

5.2 Protein adsorption
Proteins have much smaller sizes, i.e. R, than the ≥50 nm NPs, and thus experience
smaller attractive van der Waals force. The negative zeta-potential of HSA and IgG also
supported that they should be electrostatically repelled from the RC membrane.
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However, protein adsorption on surface is highly complicated, and have been concluded
in previous studies to rely on the three-dimensional protein structure and structure
stability, and be governed more by hydrophobic interaction than electrostatic forces 43, 51,
52

. Different structure conformation in buffers with varied salt concentrations could be

accounted for the adsorption behaviors of IgG in CFs with or without salt. We analyzed
the secondary structure of IgG under the different buffer conditions used in this study by
Circular Dichoism (CD) spectroscopy (Figure 2.09b). IgG has primarily antiparallel pleated sheets (β-helices), characterized by negative bands at 218 nm 53. With 50- or
150-mM salt, this peak was clearly observable. There was no significant difference
between the CD spectra of IgG in 50 and 150 mM sodium chloride, which was in
agreement with what was seen in the F4 fractograms. However, it was reduced about
24% when there was no salt present. The CD spectra of HSA in the same solutions
(Figure 2.08c) showed the typical, negative signals at distinct wavelengths of 208 and
222 nm for α-helical proteins53. A small, ~7% signal reduction at both wavelengths with
no salt indicated slight decrease in the α-helical content. Additionally, the normalized
(against signal at 207 nm) signal at 211 nm, a wavelength commonly used in calculation
of both helix and sheet structure in CD spectrum analysis 54, increased with the increasing
salt concentration for IgG, while it remained constant for HSA (Figure 2.08d). This
result is indicative of the secondary structure changing from the more organized betasheet to a more random distribution. The structural change implies that, without salt,
IgG lost some of its rigidity, making it easier to adapt to the membrane surface via
hydrophobic interaction, and thus more susceptible to adsorption onto the F4 membrane.
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In contrast, HSA structure experienced smaller change in CFs with salt or without salt,
and the repulsion between HSA and RC could have contributed to the high recovery of
HSA in F4.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, adsorption of the unfunctionalized NPs onto the channel membrane
in F4 with different types of CFs was investigated. Maintaining high electrostatic
repulsion is the key to obtain high sample recovery when using F4 to separate NPs in
buffers with high ionic strength. Owing to the Donnan exclusion effect, another possible
way to improve recovery of porous particles at high ionic strength is by using the weakly
dissociated anions, or by using particles having weak anion as the surface functional
groups. Since the Donnan exclusion effect is related to the retention volume of liquid
inside the NP structure, we could confirm the contribution of Donnan exclusion to NP
adsorption by comparing the adsorption behaviors of NPs with different crosslinking
degrees in future studies. NPs with higher crosslinking degrees have higher occluded
liquid phase inside, and should be more resistant to adsorption in CF with high ionic
strength induced by weakly ionized anions.
While electrostatic or hydrophobic interaction with membrane still plays an
important role to protein adsorption on the membrane, our brief study on two selective
proteins supported that protein conformation should also be taken into account. Previous
knowledge on protein adsorption behavior on surface could guide the effort of
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minimizing protein adsorptions in F4. A more systematic investigation of a series of
proteins with different structure stability is needed to test our hypothesis.
From the results of this study, we propose that selection of F4conditions when
analyzing NPs carrying proteins on the surface needs to consider protein-membrane
interaction more, since protein determines the surface property and thus the electrostatic
or hydrophobic interaction with the membrane. Additionally, the size of particle is an
important factor to be considered because it affects how close the particles are to the
membrane and how strong the attractive van der Waals force is. This concept has been
guiding us in our on-going study of NP-protein interaction and investigation of the
bioconjugated NPs.
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Chapter Three
Aptamer-Protein Binding Detected by Asymmetric Flow Field Flow Fractionation
Originally published in the Journal of Chromatography A1
Samantha Schachermeyer, Jonathan Ashby, Wenwan Zhong *
1. Introduction
Aptamers are short, single-stranded DNAs or RNAs that bind to their targets with
high affinity and specificity. Through systematic evolution by exponential enrichment
(SELEX), aptamers can be selected from DNA or RNA libraries containing 1013-1015
random sequences.

They offer several advantages in comparison to antibodies for

detection, including convenient modification, high sequence versatility, superior stability,
and lack of immunogenicity.2 In the past two decades, aptamers for a large variety of
targets - such as metal ions, small molecules, proteins, viruses, and bacteria - have been
reported,3-8 and many of them have found applications in diverse areas.9-14 For instance,
cell-binding aptamers have been applied to enrich target cells from body fluids and
enabled biomarker discovery.6,

15, 16

Additionally, inhibitory aptamers that, upon

binding, can block the subsequent interaction of their targets with membrane receptors,
enzyme substrates, or host cells, are promising drug candidates.17-19
The most popular application of aptamers is in the area of molecular sensing.9-11,
13, 20, 21

Aptamers can be conveniently immobilized on sensor surfaces for specific target

recognition.22 Aptamer-based protein arrays have been constructed for specific capture
and detection of biomarkers in biological samples. 23 Alternatively, homogeneous assays
have also been designed without aptamer immobilization. 21 For example, molecular
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beacons containing aptamer sequences can be switched from a closed to an open state by
aptamer-target interaction.24 Although simple, such methods rely on the availability of
multiple fluorophores without spectral overlaps to enable multiplex detection and highly
effective quenchers to reduce detection background, due to the co-existence of the targetbound and free aptamers in solution.25 To solve such difficulties, separation-enabled
sensing has been employed, taking advantage of the high resolving power of capillary
electrophoresis (CE). The open separation channel utilized by CE imposes minimum
damage to the aptamer-target complex, and CE-based detection of multiple proteins and
small molecules using aptamers labeled with the same fluorescent tag has been
demonstrated.26-30 Good separation efficiency, quick turn-around time, high simplicity,
and low sample consumption make CE an effective tool not only for detection of
aptamer-target binding, but also for aptamer selection.31
Effective aptamer-based sensors depend on the achievement of stable aptamertarget interaction. Aptamers need to fold into an appropriate three-dimensional structure
to yield optimal affinity and specificity to their targets.32,

33

There are four types of

secondary structures: hairpin stem-loops, symmetric and asymmetric bulges flanked by
helical regions, pseudo-knots, and G-quadruplexes.34

Formation of these secondary

structures is strongly affected by the incubation conditions such as ionic strength, cation
type, and pH.35

For example, Mg2+ can generally enhance the folding energy and thus

stability of aptamer folding;32 but G-quadruplex prefers K+ over divalent ions.35-37
Diverse selection of buffers have been used, with different types of buffer ions, such as
phosphate, Tris, HEPES, and a wide range of divalent cation concentrations from 1 – 10
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mM Mg2+. Applying the same buffer composition as used in the SELEX selection
process should be the best way to obtain optimal binding, but this could be constrained by
the measurement technique employed or the application. For instance, to maintain the
appropriate folding of aptamers in CE, salts like NaCl can be added to the running buffers
but only up to 50 mM, otherwise significant increase of Joule heating and deterioration of
separation performance could occur.30 The other buffer employed in CE is tris-glycine
buffer with K+ or Mg2+,28, 29 which is commonly used in native gel electrophoresis and
electrophoretic-mobility shift assays.
Similar to CE, flow field flow fractionation (F4) is a separation technique suitable
for analysis of biological complexes owing to its open channel, i.e. a channel without any
packing materials. Unlike the packed channels that can induce sheer force stress and
break up the binding, the open channel is gentle on complexes and well maintains their
native structure. While CE that separate things based on charge-to-size ratios, F4 relies
on molecular diffusion to obtain size-based separation of analytes with dimensions from
0.001 to 50 µm. It has been employed for rapid isolation of protein complexes from the
unbound background proteins as well as for measurement of the binding between IgG
and Fc receptor.38-40 Asymmetrical F4 (AF4) is a sub-family of F4 that has higher
simplicity in instrumentation than the traditional symmetrical F4; and has been widely
applied for protein analysis nowadays. Since the separation is independent of buffer
composition, as long as the buffer keeps analyte membrane adsorption low, AF4 permits
the usage of a wide range of buffers as the carrier solution to better accommodate
different targets.41 This feature represents an advantage of AF4 over CE in the study of
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aptamer-target binding, because buffers with high or low ionic strength, or with various
divalent cations and buffering anions, can be employed to achieve the optimal binding
environment, even when the complex is inside the separation channel. In addition, the
larger channel used by AF4 (the smallest dimension of AF4 channel is its thickness
which is 350 µm in our system) can accommodate higher amounts of samples (the
maximum sample loading is between 10 and 100 µg, based on the manufacturer) and thus
it is more suitable for after-channel collection when needed. In spite of these unique
features, only few reports can be found about application of AF4 in study of protein
interaction, in which shift of the protein peak as an indication of size change was
observed, with the target protein bound to a small molecule,42 a lipid,43 or a receptor
protein.44 A brief demonstration of ssDNA-protein binding was shown by the Moon
group in their frit-inlet AF4 system, where the ssDNA peak acquired to a later migration
time with the protein.45 However, to our knowledge, no previous report was found to
analyze aptamer-target binding using AF4, neither how the elution conditions would
affect the biomolecular interaction has been investigated.
Herein, in the present report, we explored if indeed AF4 was suitable for detection
of aptamer-target interaction. We studied how incubation and AF4 running conditions
would affect the binding between human immunoglobulin E (IgE) and its aptamer; and
several factors were found important for stabilizing the complex during separation. Our
study has established the viability of using AF4 for protein detection in homogenous
solution with aptamers carrying fluorescent tags, which will also be useful for detection
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of multiple targets if they have significant size difference, as well as for study of aptamertarget binding in different buffers.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Chemicals
All chemicals used in this study, including tris base, glycine, potassium
dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4), disodium hydrogen phosphate (Na2HPO4) and the
chloride salts of sodium, potassium, and magnesium (NaCl, KCl, MgCl2) were purchased
from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Phosphate buffered saline (1PBS) was
prepared by mixing 1.44 g Na2HPO4 (anhydrous), 0.24 g KH2PO4, 0.20 g KCl, and 8.0 g
NaCl in 1.0 L deionized (DI) water and adjusting the pH to 7.40 (± 0.03) with 6 N HCl.
The resultant solution had a final concentration of 137 mM NaCl, 10 mM phosphate, and
2.7 mM KCl. Up to 1 mM Mg2+ (0.20 g MgCl2·6H2O) could be added to this 1PBS.
The NaCl concentrations were changed to 50 or 100 mM, based on the type of study to be
conducted. A 1TGK buffer was made, containing 25 mM tris, 182 mM glycine, and 5
mM KH2PO4, at an adjusted pH of 8.34.

All buffers were filtered with 0.20 µm

nitrocellulose filter (Whatman, Piscataway, NJ), and used within 48 hours.
The DNA aptamer for IgE (5’- /6-FAM/ ggg gCA CgT TTA TCC gTC CCT CCT
AgT ggC gTg CCC CA -3’) was purchased from IDT technologies (Coralville, Iowa,
USA).

Human immunoglobulin E (IgE) was obtained from Athens Research and

Technology (Athens, Georgia, USA). Stock protein solutions (1.145 mg/mL) were stored
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in small aliquots at -20 °C and underwent only one freeze-thaw cycle to preserve protein
quality. The IgE stock was diluted tenfold in 1PBS with 1 mM Mg2+, unless otherwise
stated, and stored at 4 °C. The diluted IgE solutions were used for up to 7 days. The data
used for side-by-side comparison were taken from the same diluted aliquot, in case small
changes in protein quality induced by storage condition would affect binding. Stock
DNA solutions (10 µM) were prepared in the same 1PBS unless otherwise indicated and
kept at room temperature (RT).

2.2 AF4 conditions
An AF2000 asymmetrical flow field flow fractionation system manufactured by
Postnova Analytics (Salt Lake City, UT, USA) was used in this study. The separation
channel had a depth of 350 µm, and the injection loop volume was 20 µL.

All

separations were done with a 10 kDa MWCO regenerated cellulose membrane, an input
(tip) flow (the flow entering the channel from the top) of 3.3 mL/min and a cross flow
(the flow exiting the channel through the membrane) of 3 mL/min, for a detector output
flow rate of 0.3 mL/min. (NOTE: for more details about tip and cross flow directions,
please refer to Figure 3.04 and Sec. 3.2.) The carrier solution (CS) was 1PBS with or
without Mg2+, as specified in Results and Discussion. In most of the study, during
injection, a focusing time of 6 min was used, with a tip and cross flow at 0.2 mL/min and
3 mL/min, respectively. These conditions were only varied when studying the effects of
the focusing flow rates and duration. The eluent from the AF4 system was monitored by
the SPD-20A Prominence UV/Vis detector at 280 nm, and also by the WatersTM 474
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scanning fluorescence detector with an excitation wavelength of 495 nm and an emission
wavelength of 525 nm (Milford, MA, USA). The UV absorption signal was obtained for
survey purpose, i.e. confirming stable baseline and successful injection of the DNA and
the protein; and only the fluorescent signals were used for calculation of the proteinbound aptamer fraction attained under different experimental conditions. Prior to
injection, 1 µM aptamer was mixed with varying concentrations of IgE in 50 µL 1PBS
containing 0, 0.5, or 1 mM Mg2+, and incubated for 30 minutes at RT to ensure sufficient
binding. The incubation step was done for all samples except for the incubation vs nonincubation experiment.
The AF4 conditions and buffer compositions used in all the studies reported here
were summarized in Table 3.01.

2.3 Binding ratio calculations
In our study, the protein-bound aptamer fraction, A*, obtained under different
experimental conditions was calculated by dividing the protein-bound aptamer peak area
(A) over the area sum of the free (F) and bound aptamer peaks:
A* = A/(A+F)

(Equation 3.01)

The relative standard deviation (RSD) for A* from repeated injections was normally
around or below 5%, showing good run-to-run reproducibility. However, the A* values
measured using the recombinant IgE from different manufacture batches could vary by
more than 10%, probably due to difference in protein expression. Therefore, data used
for comparison were obtained with the same protein aliquot. We also normalized the A*
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value against that acquired using 1PBS with 1 mM Mg2+ as both the incubation buffer
(IB) and carrier solution, and focusing the sample with a tip and cross flow rate of 0.20
mL/min and 3.00 mL/min, respectively, for 6 minutes. This set of running condition was
referred as the “standard running condition” in the following text. The normalized A*
values were compared to show the true difference among experimental conditions. All
measurements reported were conducted in triplicate.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Composition and pH of the incubation buffer and carrier solution
Unlike homogeneous binding assays, separation-based analysis of molecular
interaction would expose the interactive molecules to two surroundings: the buffer used
for pre-injection incubation, and the separation buffer.

Therefore, we first investigated

how the compositions of these two buffers would affect the fraction of the protein-bound
aptamer measured by AF4.

3.1.1 Incubation Buffer (IB)
The IgE-binding aptamers, including the one chosen in our study, share a
common stem-loop structure.46,

47

Previous studies have revealed that, while the loop

sequence is very critical for the binding, increasing the stem stability could improve
binding affinity.47, 48

It has been well known that the structure and stability of nucleic

acid folding is governed substantially by cation type and ionic strength.49-51 Changing
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these conditions should then affect binding affinity owing to variation in the stability of
the stem-loop structure. The common buffer used for aptamer-protein binding is 1PBS
containing Mg2+.

Therefore, we prepared a series of phosphate buffers (10.1 mM

Na2HPO4 and 1.76 mM KH2PO4) with a constant [Mg2+] of 1 mM but varied
concentrations of NaCl (100 or 137 mM); and studied their impact on aptamer binding
(Table 3.01). We also adjusted the Mg2+ concentration in the regular 1PBS (i.e. with
137 mM NaCl) to be 0, 0.5, and 1 mM (Table 3.01). One micromolar aptamer was
incubated with 50 nM IgE in these buffers for 30 minutes, a duration allowing binding to
reach equilibrium based on our preliminary investigation.

The resulted samples were

analyzed by AF4 using 1PBS with 1 mM MgCl2 as the CS; and the protein-bound
aptamer fraction (A*) was measured, normalized against that acquired using 1PBS with
1 mM Mg2+ as the IB, and plotted in Figure 3.01a. For better estimation of the stability
of the folded, stem-loop aptamer, we also computed its folding free energy change (G)
at 25 °C in these solutions using Mfold52, and listed them along with the A* plot in
Figure 3.01a.
From the G values, we can see that, increasing NaCl and Mg2+ concentrations
would yield more negative G values, with the lowest G, -10.95 kcal/mol, achieved
with the highest NaCl and Mg2+ concentrations. Yet, Mg2+ seemed to impose higher
influence on G than NaCl. For instance, decreasing the NaCl concentration to 100 mM
raises the G to -10.79 kcal/mol; but removal of 1 mM Mg2+ could increase it to a higher
value of -10.49 kcal/mol. The more negative G corresponds to a higher aptamer folding
stability, so we expected to see lower bound ratios in the IBs with lower NaCl or Mg 2+
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Table 3.01: A summary of AF4 experimental details including IB, CS, focusing time,
and flow rates.
Study

Composition
of
Incubation
Buffer (IB)

Composition
of Carrier
Solution
(CS)

Incubation Buffer Employed
Ionic Strength: 10 mM
Phosphate, 2.7 mM KCl, 1 mM
MgCl2, pH 7.40, plus 50, 100, or
137 mM NaCl
Divalent cation concentration:
10 mM Phosphate, 2.7 mM KCl,
137 mM NaCl, pH 7.40 (1xPBS);
plus 0, 0.5, or 1 mM MgCl2
pH: 10 mM Phosphate, 2.7 mM
KCl, 137 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2,
with pH 6.20, 7.40, or 8.20
A different buffer system:
1xTGK, pH 8.34
10 mM Phosphate, 2.7 mM KCl,
137 mM NaCl, pH 7.40 (1xPBS);
no MgCl2

10 mM Phosphate, 2.7 mM KCl,
137 mM NaCl, pH 7.40 (1xPBS); 1
mM MgCl2

Carrier Solution
Employed

Focusing time

Flow rates during
focusing (tip,
cross)

6 minutes

0.2 and 3.0
mL/min

10 mM Phosphate, 2.7
mM KCl, 137 mM NaCl
(1xPBS); 1 mM MgCl2,
pH 7.4

Divalent cation
concentration: 1xPBS;
plus 0 or 1 mM MgCl2
Divalent cation
concentration: 1xPBS;
plus 0 or 1 mM MgCl2
Ionic Strength: 10 mM
Phosphate, 2.7 mM
KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, pH
7.4, plus 100 or 137
mM NaCl
pH: 1xPBS plus 1 mM
MgCl2, pH 8.20
A different buffer
system: 1xTGK, pH
8.34

3, 6, or 12
minutes
Conditions
used during
on-column
focusing

10 mM Phosphate, 2.7 mM KCl,
137 mM NaCl, pH 7.40 (1xPBS); 1
mM MgCl2

10 mM Phosphate, 2.7
mM KCl, 137 mM
NaCl, pH 7.40 (1xPBS);
1 mM MgCl2
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6 minutes

0.2 and 3.0
mL/min
0.2 and 3.0
mL/min
0.3 and 4.5
mL/min
0.4 and 6.0
mL/min

Figure 3.01. Comparison of the normalized IgE-bound aptamer ratios obtained with an
IB with varied a) NaCl or MgCl2+ concentrations, and b) pH values, while keeping the
CS to be 1PBS with 1 mM Mg2+. The table shown in a) listed the calculated free energy
change when the aptamer folded in the corresponding solutions. The final Na +
concentration in the solutions used in calculation included 20 mM Na+ originated from
the phosphate salts plus that from NaCl.
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concentrations. Contrary to our prediction, no significant variations in aptamer binding
were detected among this set of IBs, the normalized A* values ranging from 0.8720.036
to 1.050.017 (Figure 3.01a). It is possible that the CS used, which contained 137 mM
NaCl and 1 mM Mg2+ and yielded the lowest G among all situations, stabilized the
aptamer structure once it entered the AF4 channel.
Subsequently, we investigated how buffer pH could impact aptamer binding. We
measured the A* for the aptamer/protein mixtures incubated in 1PBS with 1 mM Mg2+
at pHs of either 6.20, 7.40, or 8.20. The binding in another basic buffer, 1TGK at pH
8.3, was also tested. This buffer is widely used in the electrophoresis-based aptamer
studies.53-56 This time significantly lower A* values were detected in the not-neutral
solutions, with the basic pH being more devastating to the binding than the acidic
condition. The normalized A* was 0.870.04 and 0.670.04 in the 1PBS at pH of 6.2
and 8.2, respectively. The bound aptamer ratio in 1TGK was only half of that in the
neutral 1PBS.

Small changes in pH around 7.4 should have a negligible impact on

DNA folding, because the ionization states of the phosphate group and the groups
participating in base-pairing are not affected. However, it has been reported that pH
would affect the secondary structure of IgE (pI 4.5-9.3).57

Change in protein

conformation can also be devastating to aptamer-protein interaction due to the loss of
binding epitopes on protein surface. Protein damage was not shown in the IBs tested in
Figure 3.01a, because the secondary structure of immunoglobulin should remain
unchanged with a NaCl concentration higher than 50 mM, as found in our previous
study.41
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By evaluating the results shown in Figure 3.01b, we concluded that, influence
from the IBs on aptamer folding was alleviated by a favorable CS, but change to protein
conformation caused by the IB was not recoverable on channel. The larger size and
higher structure complexity of IgE compared to the aptamer may make it more difficult
for the protein to resume to the proper folding state after being damaged. In all of the IBs
tested, no influence was observed on the elution time of either the DNA or the DNAprotein complex, with DNA eluted at 5.03 0.22 min and the complex at 13.82 0.33 min
(n=12) for analysis during the same day. As the membrane aged, the retention time
increased up to a minute for both peaks due to sample adsorption, but same day RSD
values were always less than 5%.

3.1.2 Carrier solution
Our above study revealed that, the composition and pH of the IB could affect
aptamer-protein binding, but the changes might be reversed by a judiciously selected CS
in AF4, hinting higher influence from the CS to the interaction. This is reasonable
because the aptamer-protein complex would be exposed to the CS during the separation
course. Herein, we studied aptamer binding in CS with different compositions and pH
values, while keeping the IB the same (1PBS with 1 mM Mg2+ at pH 7.4). We have
known from free energy calculation that Mg2+ is more important than NaCl in stabilizing
the folded aptamer. Therefore, we first looked into the binding situation in CS containing
1 or 0 mM Mg2+. Without Mg2+ in the CS, no binding was seen between the aptamer and
protein, even though the IB contained 1 mM Mg2+ (Figure 3.02). The complex peak
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Figure 3.02. Fractograms of aptamer only, and aptamer incubated with IgE with or
without Mg2+ in the carrier solution. Without the presence of Mg2+ in the CS, the free
aptamer peak was shown to be of similar size for both the aptamer only and the aptamer
incubated with IgE, indicating that no binding occurred. The IB for all three runs was
1xPBS with 1 mM MgCl2+.
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only appeared with the addition of MgCl2 to the CS. This result clearly states that, during
the separation, the aptamer must be kept in an environment that maintains its appropriate
secondary structure.

Even though the calculated folding Gs only differ by 0.46

kcal/mol with or without Mg2+ (-10.95 vs. -10.49 kcal/mol), the aptamer with the less
stable folding would dissociate from the aptamer-protein complex more rapidly. Once
dissociated, the unfolded DNA would be separated from the protein due to its smaller
size (12.17 kDa), leave the sample zone, and not be able to bind the protein again and
reform the complex. Eventually, no detectable amount of the bound aptamer was eluted
at the end of the channel.
The depletion of aptamer from the sample zone can be supported by looking at the
diffusion distance of aptamer during the separation time course. We first calculated the
gravity center distance from the accumulation wall, l, of each peak, using the equation
shown below:
l =  * w = t0/(6 * tr) * w

(Equation 3.02)

In this equation,  is the retention parameter; t0 is the void time and calculated to be 0.86
min by our channel dimensions and the cross/output flow rates used in the study;58 tr is
the retention time, and w is the channel thickness, which is 0.350 mm in our system. The
average tr of DNA and the protein complex under our standard running conditions were
5.03 min for DNA and 13.82 min for the complex. The l of the DNA and the complex
was calculated to be 10 and 3.6 µm, respectively. Because the gravity center of the
sample is governed by the ratio of diffusion coefficient and the linear cross flow velocity
at the membrane surface uo, i.e.
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l = D/uo

(Equation 3.03)

we can estimate the diffusion coefficient of DNA. With a cross volume flow rate of 3
mL/min and a channel surface area of 3160 mm2 in our system, D of the DNA was
calculated to be 1.6 x 10 -6 cm2/s. Thus, for the DNA to diffuse out of the complex zone
with a gravity center at 3.6 µm above the accumulation wall, it would take only 4.1 x 10 -2
sec. This short time supports that, once dissociated from the protein, the aptamer would
be separated from the protein immediately, preventing reformation of the complex.
We next looked at the effects from NaCl concentration (representing ionic
strength), pH, and buffer composition in CS. We kept the NaCl concentration at 100 mM
and beyond to ensure minimum adsorption of IgE to the membrane in the neutral PBS, as
reported in our previous study.41 The results are shown in Figure 3.03. A more basic CS
still exhibited lower bound aptamer ratios, while changes in NaCl concentration with the
presence of Mg2+ did not significantly affect binding.

Interestingly, the TGK buffer

behaved much better than in the IB study, delivering a higher normalized ratio
(0.840.05) than that (0.590.01) in 1PBS at pH 8.2, even without the addition of Mg2+.
TGK is commonly used in mobility shift assays for study of DNA-protein binding,
meaning that DNA could fold into favorable secondary structures for protein binding in
this buffer and Mg2+ is not needed in this case.53-56

As mentioned above, pH variation

would affect IgE conformation, and thus interfere with aptamer binding. However, the
relatively small drop in the bound ratio observed in Figure 3 in comparison to that shown
in Figure 3.01 indicated that, the time IgE spent inside the channel might be too short to
induce any significant structure change in the protein due to its large size and
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Figure 3.03. Comparison of the normalized IgE-bound aptamer ratios obtained with
varying CS compositions as labeled. The IB for all the runs was 1xPBS with 1 mM
MgCl2+.
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rigid structure.

The lower bound ratio detected in the basic PBS than with the TGK

could be attributed to protein adsorption on the channel membrane with this CS. Since
this solution contained 1 mM Mg2+, and both the regenerated cellulose membrane and
IgE carried high negative charges at pH 8.2, the Mg2+ could serve as a bridge to attract
more IgE molecules to the membrane surface, causing lower protein recovery in AF4.
Lower sample recovery with the divalent Mg2+ than with the monovalent alkali cations
has also been reported previously.41
We have learned from the above study that, when using AF4 to study aptamerprotein binding, an aptamer-friendly CS should be employed to maintain complex
integrity on channel; and selection of IB should pay more attention to its influence on
protein structure than on aptamer folding. Once the protein structure is damaged in the
IB, it would not be recovered soon enough inside the separation channel, and weak
binding will be observed. In addition, selection of CS should avoid significant sample
adsorption on the channel membrane to achieve accurate binding measurement.

3.2 Focusing time and flow-rates
Another reason that renders the CS a higher influencing power than the IB over
aptamer binding is the unique focusing step required by AF4. This step would quickly
eliminate the IB components in the sample zone right after the sample being loaded on
the channel. The focusing step confines the injected molecules into a narrow zone and is
done by two opposing flows, a tip flow going in from the channel inlet and a focus flow
entering from the outlet end.

These two flows meet at a focusing position that is
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determined by the ratio of their flow rates and concentrate the sample in a narrow stripe
across the breadth axis of the channel (Figure 3.04). During this step, IB would leave the
channel through the membrane and be replaced by CS; and the aptamer-protein complex
could be dissociated or reformed, depending on the compatibility of CS with aptamer
folding and/or protein conformation. In our study, we used a focusing time of 6 minutes,
which is recommended by the manufacturer for the flow conditions used to achieve
baseline resolution of the aptamer and IgE. Compared to the overall separation time of
16 minutes, this was not a short period. Therefore, impacts of the focusing conditions,
i.e. the focusing time and flow rates, on complex integrity should be investigated.
We first tested three sets of tip and cross flow rates, while maintaining a constant
tip-to-cross flow ratio. This would focus the sample at the same channel position, so that
identical separation conditions could be employed post focusing. With higher flow rates,
the sample injected should be focused into a narrower and more concentrated zone.
Increasing the concentrations of the interacting components should enhance binding.
Indeed, compared to the ratio obtained with a tip flow rate of 0.2 mL/min, the bound
aptamer ratio consistently increased by 51% and 113% with the tip flow rate going up
to 0.3 and 0.4 mL/min (Figure 3.05a). Further increasing the focusing rates could lead to
higher binding ratios, but high flow rates also put too much mechanical stress on the
pumps and are impractical.
Focusing duration can also affect the total amount of complex detected at the end
of the channel. Longer focusing time may help to form more complexes, if the reaction
has not yet reached equilibrium; or even permit on-channel incubation for complexes that
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Figure 3.04. Schematic of AF4 during the focusing step.
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Figure 3.05. Comparison of the normalized IgE-bound aptamer ratios under a) increasing
flow rates with constant ratio between tip and focus flows; and b) increasing focusing
time with constant tip and focus flows. Both the IB and the CS for all the runs was
1xPBS with 1 mM MgCl2+.
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can be assembled rapidly, to eliminate the need of pre-incubation and shorten the overall
analysis time.

Three focusing times were investigated: 3 min, 6 min, and 12 min,

accompanied with or without a 30-min preincubation. The results were shown in Figure
3.05b. Without preincubation, a focusing time of 3 minutes was enough to reach 962%
of the bound ratio obtainable with a 6-minute focusing step. Further increasing the
focusing time to 12 minutes would raise the bound ratio by 133%. This result clearly
indicates the complex could be formed during the focusing step inside the AF4 channel.
Focusing time shorter than 3 minutes or longer than 12 minutes was not tested. Too
lengthy of a focusing time definitely induces more sample adsorption on the channel
membrane; and further reduction of the focusing duration could result in more peak
broadening and longer elution time. Dropping the focusing duration from 6 to 3 minutes,
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the aptamer peak increased from 2.20 to 2.64
minutes with the retention time elongated from 6.31 to 7.41 minutes (Figure 3.06),
leading to poorer separation efficiency.
It is also noteworthy that, no significant difference was detected between the
bound ratios obtained with or without pre-incubation when the focusing time was 6
minutes. This supports that either a 30-minute pre-incubation or a 6-minute on-channel
incubation could yield comparable aptamer binding. The ability to reach an equivalent
bound ratio in a shorter time period during sample focusing in AF4 could be attributed to
the increased analyte concentration at the focused zone, since the injected sample plug
was compressed at this region. We estimated the height of the sample zone by injecting a
blue dye to the system, which was smaller than 1 mm. The focused position was near the
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bottom of the inlet triangle of the trapezoid channel, which was about 1.5 cm. The
channel thickness was 0.35 mm in our system.

Taking all these dimensions into

consideration, and assuming the focused sample take the shape of a rectangular cube, we
estimated the sample volume to be V = 1.5 mm x 1 mm x 0.35 mm = 0.525 µL. We
injected 20 µL so the compression factor was about 38 fold. Moreover, more frequent
molecule interactions could occur when the two opposing flows, the tip and focus flows,
collide at the focusing position. Both factors may also be responsible for the higher
normalized A value observed in Figure 3.05b for the without-pre-incubation sample with
a focusing time of 12 minutes. Even though the same trend was found with a 3-min
focusing step, the difference should probably be attributed more to the decomposition of
the pre-formed complex due to the larger volume with insufficient focusing, as indicated
by the wider peaks in Figure 3.06. Still, more investigation should be carried out in the
future to obtain better understanding of the formation and fate of the aptamer-protein
complex inside the AF4 channel.
Nevertheless, a focusing step that can be utilized for on-channel incubation with
enhanced binding efficiency represents another advantage of AF4 in analysis of aptamertarget binding in addition to convenient selection of carrier solution.

3.3 Detection of IgE by the fluorescently labeled aptamer using AF4
At last, we detected IgE by AF4 using the fluorescently labeled aptamer. One
micromolar aptamer was pre-incubated with IgE at various protein concentrations. The
total amount of aptamer was in excess to ensure sufficient protein binding. The area of
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3.06. Fractograms with various focusing times, showing broader peak with a shorter
focusing time and delayed elution of the aptamer and the protein.
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the complex peak was plotted against IgE concentration (Figure 3.07). As low as 33 nM
IgE in the 20-μL injection volume was detected experimentally. As was seen in the IB
study, the presence or absence of Mg2+ in the IB did not affect aptamer binding measured
by AF4, since the two calibration curves obtained with IBs with or without 1 mM Mg 2+
almost overlapped with each other (Figure 3.08). The detection limit in the present
system was not very low, mainly due to the inadequate fluorescence emitted by the FITC
probe. It can be further improved by using a fluorophore with higher quantum yields,
such as the Alexa dyes, or using fluorescent nanoparticles like quantum dots. Like other
separation-enabled sensing techniques, AF4 can resolve the target from the interfering
components present in the sample matrix, providing the advantage of background
reduction and sample clean-up elimination.

4. Conclusions
In this study, we have demonstrated the feasibility of using AF4 for detection of
aptamer-protein interaction. The carrier solution, rather than the incubation buffer, was
found to be the most critical factor in preserving the aptamer complex during separation.
The sample focusing step was adequate for on-channel incubation to form the stable
aptamer-protein complex. Successful detection of IgE at a reasonably low concentration
was achieved with the aptamer labeled with a relatively not-so-bright dye.
Our study also highlights the advantages offered by AF4 for analysis of aptamer
binding compared to the existing separation-based techniques. These advantages include
good compatibility with diverse carrier solutions and simplicity in performing on-channel
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Figure 3.07. Calibration curve obtained by incubating IgE with 1 µM aptamer. The
protein-bound aptamer ratio was plotted against IgE concentration. For all injections, the
IB and CS was 1xPBS with 1 mM MgCl2+.
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Figure 3.08. Calibration curves of IgE incubated with 1 µM aptamer in buffers IB with
and without Mg2+.
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incubation. The capability to accommodate different buffers can provide the optimal
binding environment for the interaction system during analysis, and also facilitate
comparison of aptamer-target binding strength under different conditions for better
understanding of the relationship between aptamer folding and solution environment.
On-channel incubation can simplify the procedure and shorten the overall time. Since F4
has a different separation mechanism than CE, it is a nice complementary tool to CE in
affinity measurement and detection of biomolecules, if separation of aptamer and
complex was not easily achieved by CE. Nonetheless, it is more suitable than CE in
applications that involve large or neutral biological particles, require after-channel
collections, or demand CE-incompatible interaction environments. Moreover, AF4 can
handle higher sample loads per injection and thus permit easier after-channel collection,
compared to CE.
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Chapter Four
AF4 Analysis for use of ssDNA Affinity Tags

1. Introduction
Open channel separation methods are excellent techniques to explore
intermolecular interactions. The absence of channel packing creates minimal disturbance
to molecules allowing for a more native environment while separating bound complexes
from unbound molecules. One of the more popular open channel separation methods for
bioanalysis is capillary electrophoresis (CE).1, 2 A small sampling volume on the nanoliter
scale and a fast analysis time make CE a very attractive separation tool. CE has been
applied to a wide range of bioanalysis including protein-NP separation, affinity
measurements, and aptamer selection.1, 3-8 However, despite its many advantages and
applications, CE is limited on the ability to use biologically suitable buffers as high ionic
strength leads to Joule heating and poorer separation. Asymmetric field flow fractionation
(AF4) is another open channel separation instrument. The separation force in AF4 is a
perpendicular crossflow to the channel flow resulting in a hydrodynamic size separation
compared to CE’s size to charge ratio. Advantages to AF4 include larger collection
volumes for further analysis, the ability to handle larger biomolecules, the adaptibility to
run buffers at high salt concentrations, and a gentle separation mechanism. AF4 has been
applied to a vast number of systems, including polymers, nanoparticles, proteins, viruses,
and cells.9-23
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Recently published work from our group revealed the feasibility of using AF4 to
detect human immunoglobulin E (IgE) by using a ssDNA aptamer tag and separating the
bound aptamer/protein complex from free aptamer.24 In that work, different factors,
including incubation and carrier buffer composition, focusing time, and focusing flow
rate, were investigated on what affected the binding between aptamer and protein. It was
found that one of the important binding factors was a carrier solution composition that
allowed the ssDNA to fold into the appropriate secondary structure, in this particular case
the presence of MgCl2. Applying the optimized conditions to the AF4, an IgE LOD of 33
nM was achieved. The LOD was hindered by the use of only a single FITC label per
protein molecule. In the current investigation, we were able to decrease our aptamer
concentration by using an Alexa Fluor® 488 label. This reduced the necessary
concentration of DNA to allow us to calculate Kd values. Upon applying the method to
thrombin and its corresponding aptamer, we could not detect the aptamer or the complex.
Not all ssDNA structures are suitable for AF4 analysis. Due to its highly flexible nature,
potential for secondary structures, and a very large length to width ratio, DNA did not
behave like globular proteins. In this study, we explored how ssDNA behaved in AF4,
based on retention times and recovery, looking at length and potential secondary structure
effects. With this understanding, we would be able to improve future experimental
designs for use of aptamer affinity tags and potentially use AF4 to analyze folding of
DNA and RNA.
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2. Material and Methods

2.1 Chemicals
All chemicals used in this study were purchased from Fisher Scientific
(Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Phosphate buffered saline (1xPBS) , used as both the carrier
solution and the sample buffer, was prepared to final concentrations of 137 mM NaCl, 10
mM phosphate, 2.7 mM KCl, and 1.0 mM MgCl2 and adjusted to a pH of 7.40 (± 0.03)
with 6 N HCl. The buffer was filtered with a 0.2 um nitrocellulose filter (Whatman,
Piscataway, NJ). All DNA sequences were purchased from IDT Technologies
(Coralville, Iowa, USA) and underwent standard desalting (Table 4.01). Dilutions were
prepared in 1xPBS to a final concentration of 1 µM for unlabeled ssDNA and 2 nM or 10
nM for the fluorescently labeled Weigand aptamer (WA) and Streptavidin aptamer (SA)
sequences, respectively.
Human immunoglobulin E (IgE) was obtained from Abcam (Cambridge,
Massachusetts, USA). Streptavidin was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).
Stock protein solutions (1.00 mg/mL) were stored in small aliquots at -20 °C and
underwent only one freeze-thaw cycle to preserve protein quality. The protein stock was
diluted tenfold and one hundred fold in 1PBS for IgE and Streptavidin, respectively,
stored at 4 °C, and used within 48 hrs.
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Table 4.01. Table of ssDNA sequences and corresponding molecular weights.
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2.2 AF4 conditions

An AF2000 asymmetrical flow field flow fractionation system manufactured by
Postnova Analytics (Salt Lake City, UT, USA) was used in this study. The separation
channel had a depth of 350 µm, and the injection loop volume was 20 µL. A regenerated
cellulose membrane with a molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) of 5 or 10 kDa was used
where stated. All separations were done with an input (tip) flow of 3.30 mL/min and a
cross flow of 3 mL/min, for a detector output flow rate of 0.30 mL/min. During the
focusing step, the input flow was 0.2 mL/min and the crossflow was 3.00 mL/min with a
focus time of 6 min. A SPD-20A Prominence UV/Vis detector at 280 nm was used to
monitor the eluent for unlabeled DNA, and a 474 scanning fluorescence detector with an
excitation wavelength of 495 nm and an emission wavelength of 525 nm (Milford, MA,
USA) was used to monitor the fluorescently labeled DNA.

2.3 Affinity Measurements
The aptamers were held constant at final concentration of 2 nM or 10 nM for IgE
and Streptavidin, respectively, with increasing protein concentration. The IgE aptamer
was denatured in a boiling water bath for 2 minutes, cooled in an ice bath for 5 minutes,
and then an increasing amount of protein was added (Vfinal 30 µL) and allowed to
incubate at room temperature for 30 minutes. The entire sample was then injected into the
sample loop to ensure consistent and complete loading of the 20 µL loop. The
Streptavidin aptamer and protein were mixed without denaturing and immediately
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injected into the AF4 system. The following equation was used to calculate the Kd of the
aptamer for the protein (Equation 4.01).
Equation 4.01
Where Io is the peak area (or height) of the free aptamer in the absence of protein, I is the
peak area (or height) of the free aptamer in the presence of protein, and [P]o is the
concentration of the protein. The equation assumed that protein was in excess, the
limiting component was the aptamer peak, and only one aptamer binds per protein. Peak
area was used for IgE calculations while height was used in the streptavidin case due to
poor resolution between the free DNA and aptamer/protein complex. In the affinity
measurements, the DNA was the limiting factor and the protein was in excess, meaning
that most of the protein remained unbound.

2.4 DNA Folding and Modeling
All sequences were modeled using Mfold 25 to obtain projected secondary
structure with the exception of the thrombin aptamer (TA) as it had a G-quadruplex
structure not determined by Mfold (Figure 4.01). Molecular modeling was performed
using the AM1 force field using SPARTAN v. 6.0 to obtain three dimensional
structures.26 Sequences were modeled in Spartan and measured as both the unfolded
linear form and with the Mfold predicted intramolecular bonding. Theoretical lengths
were calculated between the two furthest atoms on the molecule using Spartan.
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Figure 4.01. Structures of a) I9-102, b) thrombin aptamer (TA), c) streptavidin aptamer
(SA), d) Weigand aptamer (WA), and e) complementary WA (cWA).
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2.5 Recovery and Folding Equilibrium Calculations
To determine the recovery of different ssDNA sequences, the sample was injected
into the system with a tip flow of 0.30 mL·min-1 and no cross-flow (NCF). The sample
did not undergo focusing. The area for this NCF was assumed to be 100% recovery of the
DNA. The percent recovery was calculated by dividing the area of the peak run under
standard conditions (A) by the NCF area (ANCF) (Equation 4.02).
(Equation 4.02)
The percentage of the time the ssDNA spent folded in the AF4 system was determined by
using the following equation where TL and TF were the theoretical times the ssDNA
would spend in the system linear and folded, respectively, and T R was the experimentally
determined retention time of the denatured ssDNA (Equation 4.03).
(Equation 4.03)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Affinity Measurements
The IgE aptamer used for affinity measurements was discovered by Weigand
(D17.2) and was referred to as the Weigand aptamer (WA). The decrease of the free
DNA peak was plotted against the concentration of IgE and the Kd was calculated from
the inverse of the slope of the linear fit (Figure 4.02a). The WA Kd was calculated to be
16.6 nM in the AF4 which is very near to the literature value of 10 nM. This shows that
the AF4 is capable of accurately obtaining affinity measurements, indicating that the
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separation mechanism is quite gentle on the complexes. The Kd value was also measured
for the Streptavidin aptamer (SA) and calculated to be 400 nM (Figure 4.02b). This is
higher than the literature value of 56 nM. The SA Kd deviation from literature was
attributed to the poor resolution obtained between the aptamer and protein/aptamer
complex. Since the peaks were poorly resolved, the Kd was calculated from the height
instead of the area reduction of the free DNA peak. The molecular weight (MW) of the
SA was 18.3 kDa. Streptavidin has a MW of 60 kDa. If the SA were a globular shape, the
MWs of the aptamer and protein should be resolvable. However, ssDNA has a very high
length to width ratio. Therefore, the retention time parameter versus MW cannot be
directly compared between proteins and ssDNA.

3.2 Linear ssDNA
Varying lengths of ssDNA were analyzed on the AF4. In order to reduce sample
complexity, the sequences were entirely made of adenosine triphosphate removing any
intramolecular interaction possibilities. The retention times were plotted against the MW
and had a linear relationship (Figure 4.03a). In addition, recovery was calculated for both
a 5 and 10 kDa MWCO membranes (Figure 4.03b). Longer tubing was needed to
maintain the appropriate backpressure for the channel with the 5 kDa MWCO membrane
which resulted in an increase of the path length to the detector, elongating retention
times. The percent recovery of the ssDNA was found to increase with increasing length.
Expectedly, the 10 kDa MWCO membrane recovery achieved 100% recovery at the
12.47 kDa (40 nt) ssDNA. The 5 kDa MWCO membrane did not obtain 100% recovery
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Figure 4.02. Affinity curves for a) IgE and b) Streptavidin.
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Figure 4.03. a) Retention times and b) percent recoveries for the poly A ssDNA with
both the 5 kDa and 10 kDa MWCO membranes.
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until the 9.33 kDa (30 nt) ssDNA. The 6.20 kDa (20 nt) ssDNA only had a 34% recovery.
This difference seen between the 5 and 10 kDa membranes could be explain based on
pore density. In work done by Ramamurthy et. al, they used solute transport to determine
pore size and density of different sulfonated MWCO membranes. 27 They discovered that
while the 11 kDa MWCO membrane had a pore size of 2.19 nm compared to the 3.5 kDa
membrane’s 0.7 nm diameter, the pore density increased from 447 to 1291 pores·µm-2,
respectively. From this, it could be assumed that the 5 kDa has higher pore density than
the 10 kDa, resulting in a greater loss of the ssDNA despite a larger MW than the cut off.
MWCO sizes are measured based on the retention of globular proteins while ssDNA high
length to width ratio may not translate to the accurate MWCO measurements. The results
suggest careful analysis of recovery when choosing to use ssDNA for affinity tags.

3.3 Secondary Structure: Intramolecular Effect
Most aptamers will have intramolecular interactions which cause secondary
structure formation. Therefore, the aptamer will not spend the entire time in the channel
in the linear form. Instead, it should form an equilibrium between the folded and linear
forms. To investigate the behavior of more complex DNA, several aptamers were chosen
from literature which form a variety of shapes including stem loops, bulges, and a gquadruplex (Figure 4.01). Retention times and percent recoveries were compared for each
aptamer with and without denaturing, and with both the 5 and 10 kDa MWCO
membranes.
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The recoveries of the aptamers followed the same trend as the poly A sequences
(Figure 4.04a). The major difference seen was the thrombin aptamer (TA) with a MW of
5.66 kDa and had a recovery of 48.4 and 12.8% for the 10 and 5 kDa MWCO,
respectively. When compared with the A20 linear ssDNA with a MW of 6.20 kDa, the
large drop in recoveries , 71.35 to 48.32 percent for the 10 kDa membrane and 34.02 to
12.68 percent for the 5 kDa membrane, cannot fully be explained by the small decrease
of 0.54 kDa in molecular weight between A20 and TA. Therefore, secondary structure
may play a role. TA forms a G-quadruplex (Figure 4.01) which tightly folds the sequence
and makes it appear smaller in the system, allowing it to more readily pass through the
pores of the membranes.
Retention times were consistent for all aptamers, with no significant change
despite denaturing (Figure 4.04b). The denaturing method was a simple boiling water
bath which would increase the temperature and break the hydrogen bonds that form the
intramolecular bonding. Once injected into the AF4 system, the sample was cooled from
the solution exchange that occurs during the focusing step. This suggests that the folded
state of the aptamer is rapidly changing. As the aptamer folds onto itself, the overall
diameter of the molecule becomes smaller which would cause an earlier elution time
when compared with the linear form. The aptamers were modeled using Spartan, in both
the linear and their Mfold-projected folded forms. Spartan was used in order to project
the tertiary structure of the aptamers in their minimized energy form. It is important to
note that Spartan calculations are done with gas phase modeling, not in an aqueous
environment where solution effects might play a role. In this work, we only use Spartan
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as a basic measurement tool to compare the behavior of the folded DNA to the linear poly
A sequences. The distance across the longest length of the molecule were measured on
Spartan and converted to a theoretical retention time using the polyadensosine distances
and retention times (Table 4.02 and Figure 4.05). In every case, the experimentally
measured retention times of the aptamers were later than the predicted folded and earlier
than the linear forms. This suggests that the aptamers spends part of the time both in the
linear and folded forms and elute based on the percentage of time the aptamer spends in
the folded state. Using the theoretical retention times for linear and folded forms and the
experimentally measured retention time, the percentage time the aptamers were folded
was calculated. It was found that the longest aptamers, SA and I9-102, spent the least
amount of time folded, with less than 25% time folded. SA and I9-102 also relied on
more internal binding to form secondary structure, while the other three sequences
formed secondary structure with the end bases and had percentage time spent folded
greater than 50 %. The end bases are more flexible than internal bases and should have a
higher chance of meeting the correct complementary sequences to bind.

3.4 Secondary Structure: Intermolecular Effect
In two of the sequences tested, WA and cWA, a second peak was seen at later
retention times (Figure 4.06a and b). Since intramolecular interactions cause the molecule
to fold and correspond to earlier retention times, it was determined that the second peaks
were most likely intermolecular effects. The binding together of two or more molecules
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Figure 4.04 a) Percent recoveries and b) retention times of the aptamers comparing
native with denaturing on both the 5 kDa and 10 kDa MWCO membranes.
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would cause an increase in size, resulting in a later elution times. The difference seen
between native and denatured samples for intermolecular is due to the slow re-annealing
time. The DNA was injected immediately after denaturing. This was further supported by
the lack of the peaks after the samples were denatured. To determine how the ssDNA was
binding intermolecularly, the structure was examined. The WA and cWA are both stem
loop structures that intramolecularly self-binds at the ends. These ends may also bind
intermolecularly with each other. If the aptamers were binding intermolecularly, they
would behave more like the poly A sequences as the secondary structure would be
disrupted for the formation of linear DNA. To determine the feasibility, the average
retention times for the second peak of the WA and cWA were converted to a theoretical
MW based on the poly A calibration curve. The projected MWs for the WA and cWA
intermolecular peaks were 33.44 and 15.12 kDa, respectively. In the case of the WA, a
trimer formation of the WA would create a molecule with a MW of 33.86 kDa which is
in very good agreement with the theoretical MW calculated based on the retention time of
the secondary peak (Figure 4.06c). For the cWA sequence, the calculate MW of the
second peak was 15.12 kDa. This MW is smaller than a dimer of the cWA (17.97 kDa).
For the WA, the formation of the trimer would completely disrupt secondary structure,
creating a completely linear molecule. However, the formation of a dimer of cWA would
still allow part of the secondary structure to remain (Figure 4.06d). The presence of the
secondary structure would cause the earlier formation as mentioned earlier.
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Table 4.02. Table containing Spartan length measurements in linear and folded aptamer
states, the experimental retention times of the aptamers and the calculated retention times
(min) for linear and folded based on Spartan measurements. All information was used to
calculate the percentage time folded for each aptamer.

Figure 4.05. Calibration curve comparing length in Angstroms of the linear poly A
ssDNA to retention time in the AF4.
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Figure 4.06 Elution profiles for the a)WA b) cWA showing a second peak in the native,
non-denatured form. Spartan representations of the intermolecular interaction caused by
the c) WA trimer and d) cWA dimer.
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4. Conclusions
In this study, it was shown that accurate affinity calculations can be made on the
AF4 with proper separation between the free aptamer and aptamer/protein peaks.
Additionally, the behavior of short sequences of ssDNA was investigated and it was
found that sequences below 10 kDa have limited recovery despite the use of lower
MWCO membranes. When considering the use of aptamers as affinity tags in the AF4,
the MW of the aptamer should be considered. Finally, the secondary structure of the
aptamers can play a role in the retention time and, ultimately, how resolvable they are
from their target proteins. Therefore, this method would not be suitable for smaller
proteins. Based on the later retention times of the ssDNA with proteins of comparable
MW, protein targets (> 60 kDa) and larger biomolecules such as viruses and cells would
be the most appropriate targets in AF4.
Acknowledgments
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Chapter Five
Conclusions and Future Outlook
The scope of this dissertation explored the feasability of applying F4 and AF4 for
bioanalysis. In chapter two, the carrier solution composition effect on the recovery of
protein and nanoparticles was studied on F4. It was found that higher salt concentrations,
those greater than 50 mM, increased the recovery of proteins, while it decreased the
recovery of unmodified nanoparticles (NPs). Overall, salt was found to reduce the surface
zeta potential of the NPs reducing the electrostatic repulsion between the NPs and
membrane, thereby increasing adsorption. This effect was not as prominent for particles
with smaller diameters as they did not come close enough to the membrane for
electrostatic repulsion to be necessary. Additionally, carboxylated NPs (COOH-NPs)
were stabilized by their highly negatively charged surfaces. Ultimately, for future
applications AF4 is suitable for biomolecules and may be used with nanoparticles if
special attention is given towards the carrier solution’s effect on the surface charge of the
particles.

Future Outlook: AF-SELEX

In this dissertation, it was shown that the binding between ssDNA and proteins is
maintained for specific binding situations while minimizing non-specific binding. These
ssDNA, or aptamers, are short single stranded DNA or RNA that form bind to targets
with high specificity and affinity. First discovered in the early 1990s, aptamers were
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found to have dissociation constants (Kd) in the nanomolar to sub-nanomolar range for
proteins and in the micromolar range for small molecules. 1 With similar Kd values as
antibodies, but more rugged structure that can withstand harsher environments and
labeling, aptamers are attractive alternatives to the antibodies in biosensing. Since their
discovery, aptamers have used in a large range of applications such as detection, affinity
purification, and even as drugs.2-10
Initial aptamer selections were done with RNA. 11 The process to select aptamers
starts with a ssDNA library. The library contains the known primer regions and in the
center contains an unknown random region. The number of possible sequences is
dependent on the number of random nucleotides (N) in the unknown region 4N. This
process is called systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX). In
SELEX, the target is first incubated in the library. The bound ssDNA is separated from
the unbound, amplified via polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and the resulting amplified
DNA is then incubated with the target again (Figure 5.01). Every selection round will
increase the number of binding DNA, which creates a more competitive environment as
the DNA with lower Kds will out-compete the other sequences. Finally, the end pool
should contain only high binding aptamers. The ssDNA is then cloned and sequenced.
Traditionally, the separation process of the bound from unbound DNA is done
using a nitrocellulose filter.11 The mixture of protein and DNA is passed through a
nitrocellulose filter. The protein and bound aptamers are retained while the unbound
sequences pass through the filter. To increase the binding affinity of the sequences, a
slightly denaturing solution such as a low concentration of urea may be used to wash the
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Figure 5.01. Schematic of SELEX process.
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protein to remove weakly bound sequences. The protein is then washed with a strongly
denaturing solution to release the aptamers. This number of selection cycles until
sufficiently binding aptamers are found can exceed 25 cycles.
The large number of required rounds can be attributed to poor separation
efficiency of the unbound DNA from the bound DNA. In 2003, Bowser et al used
capillary electrophoresis (CE) to separate bound DNA from unbound, called CESELEX.12 The increased separation efficiency resulted in an aptamer pool with
nanomolar Kd values in only four selection rounds. CE is also suitable for finding
aptamers for small molecules which could not be done in the traditional membrane
separation. However, there are still a few limitations with CE-SELEX. There must be
separation between the analyte and DNA, with the method working best for slightly
positive targets since DNA is highly negatively charged. Since CE injections are on the
nanoliter scale, collection and PCR amplification of such low copy number DNA can be
particularly difficult. Also, the buffer conditions used to incubate the target and DNA
pool need to contain sufficiently low ionic strength which can result in aptamers that bind
in non-biologically relevant conditions.
In chapter 3, it was shown that the buffer conditions are very important for the
formation of the aptamer’s secondary structure. Therefore, the end binding environment
should be considered when selecting for aptamers. AF4 has the salty buffer adaptability
that CE lacks. Therefore, AF4 could potentially be used as a separation method for
SELEX (AF4-SELEX). Some AF4-SELEX limitations do exist. Since AF4 has a lower
MWCO based on the membrane pore size, AF4-SELEX would not be suitable for small
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molecule targets. There must be a size separation in order to collect the bound complex.
For a ssDNA pool consisting of aptamers with approximate molecular weights of 40 kDa,
in order to obtain separation from the protein/aptamer complex, the protein should be at
least 100 kDa in size. Therefore, AF4-SELEX would be better suited to larger targets
such as large proteins, viruses, and cells.
The first step for developing AF4-SELEX is to select aptamers against a protein.
The standard protein for SELEX method development is IgE. Once the method is proven
successful on IgE, AF4-SELEX will be applied to viruses. Viruses are typically on the
order of 50 nm or larger in diameter making them an excellent target for selection. The
final AF4-SELEX project would deal with finding aptamers that inhibit viruses from
binding to cells. Here, the idea stems from incubating cells with viruses and the ssDNA
pool, and then collecting those viruses that do not bind to the cells. This would prevent
viruses from amplifying in the host. These types of aptamers would make excellent antiviral drug candidates.

Future Outlook: Biosensing

In another potential use for AF4, with the application of aptamers, protein
detection in complex media could be achieved. One of the biggest challenges for
sensitive detection is the background signal. As the aptamer does not significantly alter
the molecular weight of the protein, the AF4 could first be used to do the protein
separation to minimize the background. Even in complex solutions, where the protein
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could not be distinguished using standard UV detection, the aptamer would bind
specifically to the target allowing quantitation with a fluorescence detector. Once the
feasibility of protein detection in complex sample is shown, multiplex detection would be
the next step on AF4. By utilizing different aptamers to target each of the proteins, the
AF4 would separate the proteins based on size, and the fluorescence detection would be
detected. This method would work best for proteins that had significant enough size
difference to be fully resolvable.
In complex samples, multiple target proteins could co-elute. In order to detect coeluting proteins, fluorophores with different emissions could be used. However, there
would still be a limited number of fluorophores that may be used simultaneously without
spectral interference. Another aptamer labeling option would be the use of small metal
NPs. The metal NPs could then be detected by ICP-MS. This would add to the number of
possible labels used increasing the multiplex potential. Ultimately, the AF4 will have an
interesting future in the application of bioanalysis.
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